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I am very honoured at the opportunity to give the 1983

Copland Memorial Lecture. The list of those who have preceded

me in this lecture series over the past six years is a most

d-istinguished- one, marked. in particular by some of the world's

Ieading economic thinkers. So I approach my task here today

with a measure of humility and, trepidation.

I have chosen for ny topic the question of new perspectir{Bs
I

that I believe are now required in North-South relations. As

Prime Minister Fraser rightly observed several years dgo,

Australia, with virtually all its nearby neighbours from.the

third wor1d, of necessity must be more aware of the problems

of the South than any developed country in the Northern

hemisphere. Since then, &s the combination of the deepening

world recession and the severe drought have *ort".rud Australia's
economic si-tuation, this country has been affected as if it
were part of the South; it is suffering from the rising
tide of protectionism as nuch as erly third world country.

This forum thus provides a rather unique vantage point from

which to consider the state of North-South relationships.
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We are at a m'oment in history, it seems to tlre, when we

badly need a change in our categories of thou.ght about those

relationships. The phraseologies of the 1960s and 1970s

si.mpry will no lotger do. rncreasingly, many of the south's
problems are shared, by ind-ustrial countries in the North on

both sides of the East-west divide. rt may well be time to
begin to think of new alignments based on new configurations
of common interests that wilt more accord with the economic,.

political and social realities of our age and the trends for
the future "

But before one can pursue the question of what the new

perspectives should be, in any rational manner, it is essential
first to consider the nature of the g1oba1 situation in which

humankind finds itse1f.
It is a situation in- which the whole international system

itself is in a state of crisis. The many cohesions political,
economic, social and otherwise which have held that system

together are coming unstuck at a frightening rate, and there
are no signs of arLy replacements for those cohesions at hand..

Economically, the current globa1 recession is the longest,
and by most measures already the deepest, since the Great

Depression of the 19iOs. In the OECD countries, unemployment

stands at a post-war record of 32 million men and women whose

frustrations will have najor political consequences and. sorely
overtax the social service system of governments. In Australia
as you all know, it has reached a 1eve1 of 10 per cent of the

increasing population.
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Idle capaeity is increasing. Profits are 1ow" ltiorld

trad.e is declining substantially for the first time since

It;orld !$ar II. Cormmodity prices are at their lowest real

1evels for 30 years. Economic growth has gone into reverse in

Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa- Eve'n in the most dynanic

developing countries, in East Asia some of Australia!s most

important trading partners the growth rate has been halved.
t

One of the most foreboding signs on the current scene is
the inanner in which the international financial systern has

become divorced from the economic system and made rational
management almost impossible. The recent unpredictability of
oi1 prices is like a loose cannon, whose sudden lurch in either
direction triggers panic in the world's financial markets.

We have reached a state. of human folly where nations 
trl

stricken by hunger and poverty must pay as much as $rzs billion
a year on their d.ebts despite stagnating economies, declining
incomes and starving populations. Three quarters of a billion
people are hungry in a world economy which, for a1l its present

afflictions, sti1l has the productive capacity to produce

sufficient food for all. Seeking economic relief, millions of
people are pouring into already overcrowd.ed slums of cities;
those who stay behind ravage the environment as they engage in
a desperate search for more fuel wood or more land to till.
Unprecedented flows of migrants across national and continental
boundaries in search of jobs raise political, economic.and

cultural tensions that strain government management capabilities
to the breaking point; the expulsion of millions of rnigrant
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r^ro,rke,rs fro'm Nigeria in recent days is a tragic example of the

fo.rm the b,acklash can take.

Further feeding the globa1 econornic crisis is the fact

that we have lost political co,ntrol over the nuclear arms race

and the arms trade. A labour force of more than one hundred

million people is paid- directly or indirectly by defence

ministries. Gloha11y" more than $SO billion is spent annually

on military research and development and nearly half a million
scientists and engineers are engaged in the arms industry or

weapons related research" The folly has now reached the point

where it is clear, even in some of the most advanced nations,

that we cannot have both guns and butter some very hard

choices will have to be made.

The cost of the arms race must be measured no.t only in
the annual $600 billion spent which is itself only a rough

approximation in the view of most'experts but also in the

lost opportunities, the possibilities that are foregone for
improving economic and social cond.itions throughout the world..

True, there may be minor positive spi.n-offs from military R and

D; their benefits are very slight, however, when one weighs

then against the fundamental core damage than an excessive

military build-up can do to a nation's economy and spiritual
and ethical well-being"

Both in the North and South, governments keep buying ever

more sophisticated arms for securLty, only to increase the

globe's insecurity and vulnerability as well as their own.

It is a sad commentary at a time of g1oba1 recession that the
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last remaining growth sector in many countries is the arms *
industry; this distorts a nation's whole economic and social
develo'p-nx-ent and raises profound questions about patterns of
pos't-recession reindustrializaticn. rn addition, we are also

witnessing the nili-tarization of whole societie.s. In short,

humankind has allowed science and technology to serve its fears

rather than its better creatiye impulses.

Governments everywhere show an increasing incapacity to

make the hard choices that must be made to implement the

difficult policies need.ed to find our way out of the current

crisis. We ar$ in a situation in which the rate of change,

fuelled by economic, 4s well as profoundly political, social,
cultural and. especially technological factors, outpace! and

otltstri-ps the capacity not only of governments but also of the

political and sociaf institutions that unCergird. thern to absorb

qnd adjust to these changes. It ,i.s a rapidly deteriorating
international situation drifting in what the Secretary-General

of the United Nations, in his Annual Report last autumn, very

rightly saw as the threat of a new international anarchy.

In looking for a way out of the present economic crisis,
we are confronted with a number of "bite-the-bu11et" realities:

* Even if we are able to overcome the present recessionary

cycle in the next few years, it is only realistic to assume

that the rate of economic growth of the OECD countries will be

very 1ow for a very long time. The clear fa11 in inflation
and decline in interest rates since last summer, however

welcome, are insufficient to hold out the hope of restoring
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anythi.ng like the prosperity o,f the 1960s and eaqly L970s in

the rnid-1980s. Real rates of inte.rest remain extremely high. S

Produetiire inves,tment is falling; ind.eed the investment rate

was f,aIling even before the o11 crisis in the 1970s. Investmem.ts

have been tending nore toward dampening capital flow and

mobility into the purchase of homes, for example,. or

collectorts items. Most forecasts currently predict at best

weak expansion in 1983 and beyond. The minimum growth rate

that would be need.ed to prevent increased. unemployment in the

OECD countries, Z to 3 per cent per annum is at the top

of the range of-current forecasts for actual growth"
* This long period of slow economic growth is likely to

be accompanied by continuing high levels of unemployment. These

are essentially structural in nature and they will imped.e the

efforts by the OECD countries to molre into a much more

knowledge-intensive, post-industrial stage with a sti11

unpredictable inpact on unemployment and life-styles. In this
connection, it needs to be recognized that recovery, this ti.rne

around, wi-1l not simply inyolve the process of taking up idle
capacity. The anticipated slowness and difficulties rea11y

reflect the present state of technological obsolescence in

many industrialized countries. Recovery needs to be viewed,

therefore, 4s essentially contingent on the reindustrializatlon
of the North.

* From this it follows that a rnajor challenge to the

industrialized countries is the need to retrain their labour

forces for new industries and new ways of organizrng production.
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Bo"th industry and labour mus-t find ways to overcome the

rigidities that have developed in their structure.s, in order E

to respo,nd more effective.ly and efficie,ntly to the technological

revo,lu'tion that is already umd.er way. The heart of the problem

is not in debate overi the conse,rvati,on of ''''sunset" ind-ustries

versus the promotion of isunris,e'" ind.ustries; rather it goes

toward- the articulation of a new vision of post- industrial
society.

* One more reality that must be faced is the growing

evidence of an inadequate international financial system. The

rapidity of financial information flows and international
movements of money has almost completely escaped any sort of

reasonabl4" control by even the most powerful governments. The

international banking system has clearly over-extend.ed. itseif
and- the spree is over. The developing countries have amassed

foreign debts of something of the"order of 600 billion US

dol1ars, and more than half of that is owed" to commercial

banks. The risks have now become clear and the banking

community will be increasingly chary of extending credit --

even for new investments in the first world. In all of this
uncertainty and even loomi.ng threat of collapse of the

international banking system, it is now finally coning to be

recognized that there is an urgent and compelling need for a

second Bretton Woods Conference to think anew and in reasoned

fashion about how we mi-ght put the international financial
system on a more realistic course.

A11 of these problems are economic in nature, to be sure,
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but they go n:u,eh deepe'r than that. In their reaeh ints all

o.ur daily lirresr. they also to'uch on basic poli.tieal, social g

and cutrtural so'xlee'rns, as well - Perhaps nowhere is this so

nm,aCIifest aS in the prob,trem of the growing nrturub,ers of older

p:e6:ptre in our population, the so-ealled "greying of society."

By the yeeT 2000, it is projected that there will be more than

590 million people in the world over 60 years of age,.or about

one-tenth of the estimated world population at the end of this

century" Nearly half of them, some Z8O nillion, will live in

As ia.
The problem of the greying of society in the North has

three basi-c dirnensions. First is sinply the sheer numbers of

the elderly taxing the social service capacities of governments.

Second is the pressure that this will put on an increasingly

working will have to support many 'more older people. This is

one of the great conundrums that is just newly emerging from

efforts to curb population growth; limiting family size today

to only one or two children means inevitably that there will be

far fewer in the future work force to support greater numbers
I

of the elderly"

A third dimension to this question is the matter of leisure

with increasing longevity. Studies in Japan, for instance,

indicate that over the course of this century, longevity will

have doubled from 40 years in f900 to 80 years in the Year

2000. An 80-year life span translates into about 700,000 hours"

0f this, some 450,000 are consumed by education, work and
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biological functions, leaving 250,000 hours of leisure tine.
Trrlis raises profound questions about ho'w this, time could be B'

used in a fulfilling m&nner and not left to idle frustrations

and d"is,content.

The current econ,o.mic problems are also being affected in
the Northern industrialized states by changed attitudes toward

work. Greater numbers of people in the North no longer think

of work and earning money, essential though they nay be, BS

the chief purpose of life. Economic profit has traditionally
been a measure of efficiency. However,. when profit and

efficiency are no longer the governing principles of productive

organization, then new ways must be found that will enable us

to deal with social g.rowth not only in economi-c terms but

also in terms of social and- cultural productivity and: value.

The patterns of reindustrialization are bound to be affected

by thes,e new value configurations'.

A further problern is the rapid growth of the non-tax

paying sector of the economy the so-ca11ed underground or

black economy increasingly operating in many nations. It is
growing at such a pace that it escapes the management capacity

of golernments, reducing their tax revenues and their abilities
to provide social security assistance to the elderly and others

who heretofore relied on this source of income.

These and other new domestic forces that thread throughout the

international economic scene have combined to bring on what we

might call the crisis of the welfare state. It should be

noted that the welfare state has been essentially a compromise
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betr+een 1iberty and equity and that compromise is now co,ming

apart- fn the face of its d.issolution, three options would &

appeEur to be open- The first, whieh several countries have

already elected, is the way of' re.gression, the dismantling of
the r*e'1f,a.re state. The" seco,nd is the inereasingly difficult
task, givea the lrtany strains I have just cited, of defending

some continuing form of the welfare state with adjusted

be'nef its and services. The third is to move beyond the defence

of the welfare state to a more advanced and sustainable form of
soeietal organization based on a new dynamic configuration of
the values of liberty and equity that more effectively relates
economic growth, technology, employment, and quality of life.
Implieit in a noue in this d.irection is the notion that no

eountxy can any longer hope to overcome these problems in
isolation simply on the basis of national solutions. This

requires the recognition that no dountry neither North nor

South can overcome the type of inpedances that have arisen

in the present situation.
Any national solutions in the present and future world will

have to be worked out within a coherent international contextt
that is capable of overcoming the structural disparities of
previous international economic systems. .{11 these solutions turn
around two basic and. interrelated issues, ifru North's abillty
to move successfully into the post-industrial world and the

Southrs ability to move out of its present stagnation into new

pathways of industrialization.
Given the features of the current economic situation that

t
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I have been describirg, it may not be realistic to assume that

the OECD countries will be the engines of growth that they were
s

in the 1960s and 1970s" What seems far more likely is that

the larger Northern economies will be increasingly preoccupied

with their own p::oblems, leaving the snaller and niddle-sized

industrial ized and developing states as some of the chief

victi-ms of such "beggar-thy-neighbour" policies. Under these

circumstances, the latter countries will no doubt want to look

for alignments and partnerships in the South with whi-ch, under

the circumstances, they have far more in common.

The indifference of the larger Northern economies means

that the South is effectively thrown back on its own resources,

however limited they rnay be. This means that the south will
have to find ways to use those resources more efficiently and,

e ffect ive Iy

Many countries of the third world will have to come to

grips with their central problern domestic inequality. Coping

with this will mean coning to terms directly with the question

of poverty. It will be necessary to develop domestic markets

long-neglected in the interests of export-oriented strategies
twhich are of 1itt1e avail in a tine of g1oba1 recession that

is closing Northern markets.

With a few exceptions, the developing countries have

failed to overcome the structural dualisrn of their societies
which has been inherited from their colonial and pre-co1onia1

past. Sonething must be done about the consumptive life-styles
of the third world elites which helps to perpetuate this
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dualisrn with its endernic rura"l poyerty. Too IrEI"ny of these

elites continue to be bewitched by outworn assurlptions abo.ut

economic planni*g,. technolog,y transfer and the modernizing

teehnocratic and bureaucratic s,tate- The real issues are

incre,asingly of a dif,ferer+t o.rde,'r, involving so,cial dynamics and

innovation,, equity, j ustice, freedom, alternative indu,s trial.
traje'ctories,. and revitalization of the countryside a1l

turning around. the central problem of poverty and inequality"

This core problem of inequality is further complicated in

the South by the increasing. nurrbers of older people the most

dram,atic growth in those over 60 years of age over the next

several d.ecad.es will be in the third world, most notably in

Asia. By the yelr 207,.5, it is projected that,China will have

Z8+"1 million elderly, India will have L+6,"2 mi1-lion, Indonesia

31 " 3 million, Banglad.esh 16.8 million.
This greying process will be'taking place at the same

time that the median age in most third world countries is sti11

dropping with rapidly increasing numbers of the young. 't\Iith

the development process almost certain to stagnate for some

time, the end result of this trend is to put tremendous

pressures on the employment market. These press.ures in turn

esuld" trigger major political convulsions, mass exod-us, economie

co11apse, violence, civil war, annexation attempts, and increased

interference by external powers. A11 of this will be

irrespective of id.eological orientations and different d.evelopment

strategies.

A further problern for the South is that the assumption

L
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that continued industrializatLorL will take place through the

movement of marginal ind,ustries of the North to the Soutf is
now being seve'rely challenged by the revolutions in automation,

ro,b'otization and- communicatio'ns. In particular," the late-comers

in industriali.zation in the third r*or1d will have to begi-n to

rethink their patterns of industrialization along lines that
will enable them to compete in different areas and on different
terrns with the North and at the sane time take care of their
own massive' unemploynent problems. Protectionism and slow

economic growth in the North will provid-e pressures that will
d-emand- a review of erport-oriented- d-evelopment strategies thar
depend heavi-ly on Northern markets

Central to the Southts ability to make its or^in response to

the current global crisis is the necessity that it put its own

house in ord-er. The third wor1d, it need-s to be admitted, is
bese t by fragmentation and. disord-er and. caught up in many sharp

tensions and conflicts, whose roots lie, to a large extent, in
historical and new tribal, ethnic, communal and religious
antagonisms and rivalries. rt should be recalled that more

than 100 wars have been fought in the third world since the

end of the Second World War, and most of them have been between

third world adversaries.

The inherent instabilities within many developing societies
have 1ed to the collapse of a number of the first generation

of political institutions, based on Western models, which proved

unable to cope with the needs of their societies. The second

generation is now being tested by problems of succession and
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in so,me c&ses & third generation may well be required before

a rrueaLsure of stability and equity can be achieved"

nn* effo'rt by the S'outh to overconle the central problem

o'f ineqrlality through the developnte,nt of their own internal
markets" might well prove to be the instrument by which the

develo:ping cor,urtries stimulate and revive their economies and

reduce the patal-yz::r-g social and political tensions which

afflict them. rn ihis effort, rodern innovations in science

and technology need. to be employed to the fullest.
The technological revolution already under way will impact

sharply all over the globe but perhaps nowhere so sharply as in
the third world where it could have particuLarLy negative effects
and create new dependencies. To prevent this, the South must

tlre?are itself to play an active.role in that same revolution.
Here I am talking about the enormou.s implications for the

Southrs future and" for North-Soutfi relations in the revolutionary
developments in fields like biotechnology, commuRications and

microprocessors, energy technology, materials technorogy, sea

bed technology, and space technology"

certai-n1y one of the niddle powers already feeling the

effects of the "beggar-thy-neighbour" policies of the large
Northern economies is Australia. In many ways her interests
coincide with those of her third wor1d. neighbours and suggest

that Australia's future lies in greater co-operation witl:
those neighbours than is presently the case. Australia's
own dynamics seem closely tuned to those of the south not

only on the southern and eastern rim of Asia, but also with

J
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the Latin American countries. that lie along the western rim
o f the Paci fic B,as in .

This i.s already b'eing d:emonstrated in the area of trade
in nost, convincing fa.shion. Austraria,s trade with the

Southeast Asian count.ries has increased. dramatically over the
last several dec.ades. N.ot eyen counting the us or Japan, half
of Australia's trade is with the rernaind-er of the pacific region

it equals the trade volume with the us and is only slightly
lower than that with Japan.

The dire'ction that Australia's economic interests could

take in the future is suggested by some recent analysis of
labour prod.uctivity growth in the OECD countries over the past

severil d.ecad.es . Japan's growth f igu::es, these stud,ies

ind.icate, were well ahead'of the rest of the OECD. with a

well-ed.ucated labour force and effective management practices,
Japan was in a position to adopt and absorb the latest advances

needed. In the last few years, however, Japan's labour

productivity growth has dropped off sharpry, although it is
sti1l ahead of the other 0ECD countries. what this would

appear to signal is that Japan's process of catching up with
the US and Western Europe is over.

Which, of course, raises the question of who will be in
the best position to do the catching up in the next decade or

so who, so to speak, will be the Japan's of the 1980s?

lVhi1e a great deal of attenti_on has focussed on the

so-ca11ed Newly Industrialized countries, the NICS, w€ are now

,
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Coming to re'alize just how p.recarious their Success stor-ies

have been rarith certain of the NICs the most severely damaged

in the rece,nt international financial upheavals.

Most of the catching up opportunities lies with the large'

pop'trlous co,untries of the third r*o.rld, and p.articularly in

are able to overcome their strllctural disparities and internal

rigidities. Australia's future lies, I believe, in being part

of that catching up process tha.t could take place in various

parts of the Pacific Basin.

East Asia, it should be noted, has survived the global

recession better than arly other region of the world. Relatively
healthy GNP growth rates have been maintained. fncreasing

f,lows of intraregional trade rrr'A investment have helped to

insulate the region from the severest economic woes of tfr"

West" Moreover, the growi.ng i113 of the North are helping to

anrraken East Asian's to their own strengths and to their own

potential for the emergence of indigenous forms of society.

We flay, in fact, be witnessing here the beginning over a long

and painful time period of the emergence of region-specific

civilizations that along with a variety of Sinitic, Hindu

and Islamic civilLzations are rising to demand a rightful
place side-by-side Western civilization on a basis of rough

parity.
While Australia's civilizati.onal roots are in Western

traditions, I see no reason why she could not be a fu11

partner in sets of regional arrangements in this part of the

C
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wo.rld without losing its own cu.Itural ide,ntity. Strch

&rr&I1g€:Ille.I1ts should encompaSs regio'nal co-operation in matters

o'f security and deveLopme.nt. Regional economic co-operation,

fo.r exarnple,. would he1"p enhe.nce social stability in the area.

Regio*al arraltgements co,uld include €Lgre,emelrts on confid-e.nce

building measures and the meshing of national interests of
the couatries within the region to red.uce the capacity and.

inclination to make war o,n each other within the region.

0ver the long termr. regional security agreements under the

United Nations Charter need no,t be excluded.. Various

synergistic actions could be d.eveloped to aid the poorer

nations within the region in the ind.ustrial catching up

proce.ss as well as facilitating s.tructural domestic reforms.

Let me emp.hasize further that the regional arraa.gements

which Australia cou1d. consid.er need not be confined to Asia.

Others could respond" to conmon interests that Australia has

with her Latin Arnerican neighbours across the Pacific, or

with the Middle Eastern and African countries across the

Indian 0cean. I am aware that Australia has already nade

important beginnings in these directions. However, it is
evident that a much deeper involvement in the Asia and Pacific
environment and the third world in general could llring greater

mutual benefits. Such deeper involvement is indeed an urgent

necessity as we move into the Z1-st century. In this context,

it may even be necessary to envisage the need for new

co-operative arrangements or quasi-coa1i-tions between the

South and those smal1 and medium powers among the industrialized

,
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co,untries which find themselrres in the s&me bind. Any sort

of regional arr€L.ngements honrever will haue to be worked out

in a global context.

The crisis of the icternatio,nal system has now reaehe,d

the p,o..iint r+here its coatinued viability ,r-irtually depends

oll the-willingnes"s of rnaj'or debtor-countries in tire South to

fore'go the option of defaulting on their debt repayment and

servicing, and the r+ril1i:rg.ness of the' richer countries to help

bail them out- This situation is well nigh intolerable and

eannot long coatinue unle'ss effective and- compr'ehens'ire

me&sures are taken to p:r1t things right
To avoid L total collapse of the international financial

system and to move effectively and rapidfy towards the ki"nd

of glo,bal negotiations that might lead. to a. new and broader
b_-t

kind of fr"tton Wood.s agreement may require the calling
together of a series of nini-summit meetings between leaders

of compatible groupings of the smaller and medium sized

industrialized countries and the countries of the South that

share common, longer-term interests. These summit meetings

between the North and South should be organized to deal with

the new interlinkages between the following three sets of

problems that have so far been dealt with separately:
* First, the group of problems relating to the debt

burden, falling commodity prices and access to industrial
eountry markets;

* Second, the probability of slow economic recovery and

the need for restructuring and reindustrialization within

t
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the indr:rstrial econo,rnies; and

* Third, the need for no,re rapi.d structural llomestic

reforns in the South"

ft would s.ee{I} to me that only in this way could the nel^r

colleepts and, with them, the political will be de-velo'ped that

is needed for a new and serious thrust towards a global and

corruprehensive w"ay out of the deepening crisi-s.

In this search it is important to realize that, 4s we

move into the Z.Lst centuryr. the major shifts in tlr-e global

configuration of power, in relative economic growth rates and

cornpetitive capacity, and in the major changes, in trade patte'rns

and the international division of labour, will, to a yery large

extent, be a function of scientific and technological innovation.

It i-s ro trongdr 'tr,re that the fLag follows the trade;

increasingly trade will follow technological development and

innovation.

In such a situation the rnedium and. sma1l sized.

industrial countries and the larger, poorer developing countries

will have to be able to make quantum jumps in their scientific
and technological capabilities in order to respond creatively

to the revolutionary advances in science and technology and

the new problems and opportunities these open. By the same

token it is no. longer possible or meaningful for medium-sized

industrial countries like Australia to relate to the South

only in terms of its development needs, conventionally defined.

Certainly in the Asia Pacific region, such countries will have

to relate their own scientific and technological capabili-ties

:.
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to the development of the scientific and fechnological

in,frastructure of the developing countries needed to maintain

the no*renturn of the catching-up proce'ss in labour productivity

that is now taking place in this region" This may require

quite innovati.ve trajectories of industrraliz.ation in response

to specific problens of poverty and ur'.*employment.

In other words, if Australia decided that its future lies
with the South in a significant fashion, is Australia prepared,

over and beyond its very cred-itable role in development

assistance to beco,me a major centre of science and high

technology for this region of the world? A positive answer

to this question mearrs that much greater efforts will have to

be made in placing increased ernphasis on graduate and

post-graduate collaborative research and training arrang€ments

between Australia and these countries, both Australia itself
as well a.s in these countries. It will also require a

considerable strengthening of Asianr. Latin Amerlca and other

third world studies in Australia, in order to reinforce the

multicultural commitment and sensitivity that such a role

requires. It is encouraging to note, in this respect, the

recent trends in this country away from the earlier Eurocentrie

preoccupations, and increased interest in domestic

multiculturalism. It is on such a foundation that Australia,

in its own longer term interests, can build the strong capacity

to serve as an effective centre for science and technology

within Asia and the Pacific region and indeed the whole

wor1d. As we approach the 21st century, therefore, it has
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b,eeome inereasingtry cLear to most ob,servers that all countries

whether: in the lrlo:rth or in the So,uth, will have to rethi-nk

their strategies o.f natio,nal and inte':tnati.onal de,relo'pme'nt'.

am:d to" repiositiou themselves accordirgly - Such an enhanced

c@,aCity .&s a certre far science aud technology will c.ertainly

help enable Australia to come to, terms with a rapidly changing"

increasingly crowded and highly competitive world as it moves

inexorably towards the 21st century. ,

The realization that th,e world is in the process of rapid

global transformation and e,ren greater interdependence, and

that change is aJI ines.capab,le companion of all our modern Iives,.

is an essential focus of the work of the' UN University. This

tlnive,rsity was created by the United Nations to promote

scientific and intellectual co-operation in the world and to
.J

help identify and find s,olutions to "'the pre.ss ing global

problems of hurnan survival, development and we1fare," working

through a worldwide network of institutions of research,

advanced training and. the dissemination of knowledge. The

University accordingly stands at the intersection of the

world of universities, science and scholarship, and the

crit.ical global concerns of the Member States of the United

Nations

It has established a network involving over L20 insti-tutions

of research and training in some 60 countries. With its

guarantee of autonomy and academic freedom under its Charter,

the UN University stands as a ready instrument for this

essential task of international co-operation, and is facing

I
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s.qr*aliely the err*olirno'rls challeng:es in lrl,orth-South relatiorrs about

w,hieh I halre been speaking so far" Thro:ugh i.ts re.se'arch and

advaneed traini.ng progra:Inmes', the uN University ean' among

rr&rly so:ntr:ib,r:rtio:as" help to p:rovide the essential knowled.ge

b,ase that is so mtrch nee&ed if the |l.orth and Sotrth are to be

uuited in a harmonio,us and equal quest fo'r h.umau survival '
dewelo.pnent and welfare," as we approach the Z1s.t centuryr It

iuill be a painfully slow and. difficult road for the North and

South to trave.l together. From the tittte t.ha.t I have t"ut,

since my arri val this week in this country' however, I am more

than ever conuinse.d that Australia has the capacity and the

potential to play a significant role that will go far.beyond

its present regional boundaries and traditional and historical_

tiesr. a:nd that, with its huma.u and material re'sources, its

intellectual, scientific and technological endowment, it could,

if it de,cided to do so, indeed make a major eontribution to

joint i{orth-South efforts towards a conmon global prosperity"

Sir Douglas Copland, slso whose memory we

in these bi-annual lectures, is the founder of the Australian

National University, an institution which, together with its

sister-institutions, is in the forefront of Australia's

scientific and intellectual co-operation with the international

community. The work of the UN University has so far involved

only a sma11 number of scholars and scientists from Australia.

We in the UN University, hope that this involvement will

greatly increase; and we look forward to enhanced participation

and continued support from this country's scientific and
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ae&dertric comru,rrity in the very irnportant tasks that lie ahead

fo,r a mo:b,iIized irrternationa1 scholarly community. Itfe are

s,rf,re we-cafl coltrTil:t o.n the supp.ort of the G.over.nment and people

of Australia-
Itfu- Chari-::.manr. Ladies an'd G,e.'rrt^lenen, I am p::o,ud and

grateful to have been inuited to participate in these lectures.

I thank you.
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